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DV/DT Immunity Improved in Synchronous Buck Converters By Steve Mappus, Power Supply Control Applications Engineer, Texas Instruments, Manchester, N.H. Controlling dv/dt-induced turn-on effect can increase overall converter efﬁciency and MOSFET reliability.



A



s nonisolated synchronous buck power converters continue pursuing higher switching frequencies, the key limiting factor has become switching losses in the high-side MOSFET. The faster the high-side MOSFET can transition on and off, the lower the associated switching losses become. However, addressing one problem introduces another. Speciﬁcally, the faster the high-side MOSFET is turned on, the more susceptible the low-side synchronous MOSFET becomes to dv/dt-induced turn-on. Dv/dt turn-on establishes a situation where the synchronous MOSFET can momentarily become turned on, even though the gate-drive signal commands it to be turned off. In a synchronous buck power converter, when the highside MOSFET is on, the low side must be off. Inadvertently



turning on the synchronous MOSFET through dv/dt can result in shoot-through current when the high-side and low-side MOSFETs momentarily conduct simultaneously. In most cases, the converter will operate as expected with little noticeable difference in performance. However, when the applied dv/dt results in a gate voltage that exceeds the MOSFET gate-to-source threshold voltage, the converter’s reliability and overall efﬁciency suffers. Although the source of the problem resides internally in the MOSFET, there are design steps that can make the synchronous MOSFET less susceptible to dv/dt-induced turn-on. Since each application can vary (high frequency, low voltage, high current, etc.), the solutions for each application are unique and deserve careful consideration. Fig. 1 shows a low-side MOSFET (off state) of a synchronous buck converter at the moment a positive dv/dt transition appears across the drain-to-source junction. When the highside switch turns on, the voltage across the drain-to-source of the low-side synchronous MOSFET rapidly increases, producing a fast-change in voltage, dv, within a very short time interval, dt. The applied dv/dt results in an instantaneous current ﬂow through the charge of the MOSFET parasitic drainto-gate capacitance (CGD). For dt/CGS>>RG+ REXT+RDRIVER, most of the current through CGD would ideally ﬂow out of the gate terminal and back through the driver sink resistance as shown in Fig. 1. The current ﬂowing through the internal gate resistance (RG ) produces a spurious voltage spike (VGS’) seen at the MOSFET gate, which can be approximated by this equation: dv VGS ’ ≈ (R G + R EXT + R DRIVER ) × C GD × (Eq. 1) dt If VGS’ is less than the turn-on threshold voltage (VGS(TH)), then the MOSFET will not turn on. Therefore, the design goal should not be to completely eliminate the effect of VGS’ but to minimize it to a maximum value less than VGS(TH) under
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Fig. 1. Turn-on of the high-side MOSFET (not shown) produces a voltage transient dv/dt across the low-side (synchronous) MOSFET, which leads to the off-state current conduction shown here. Power Electronics Technology July 2005
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DV/DT IMMUNITY all conditions as stated in the following equation: dv (R G + R EXT + R DRIVER ) × C GD × < VGS(TH) (Eq. 2) dt Note that there are several approaches for satisfying Eq. 2. RG, CGD and RDRIVER are component parameters that the designer has no control over. REXT and dv/dt tend to be more easily addressed since they are design-dependant variables. The ﬁrst step in designing a synchronous buck power stage for maximum dv/dt immunity begins with proper component selection.



it mean to select a device that is robustly designed for dv/dt turn-on immunity? The natural dv/dt limit of a MOSFET is deﬁned by how much dv/dt can appear across the drain-to-source without inducing a gate-to-source voltage exceeding VGS(TH). By considering the capacitive divider formed between CGD and CGS shown in Fig. 1 (when the MOSFET is out of circuit), the dv/dt-induced gate-to-source voltage can be calculated by this equation:
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